Creating jobs turns into a team effort
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A year ago, a group of community members decided to try their hand at bringing jobs to Jackson County. Almost like
dominoes, local governments and the countywide Enterprise Group all stepped up their economic-development
activity. The result has been a good one for a community that needs all the economic help it can get.
Jackson Citizens for Economic Growth celebrated its first birthday last week, and it was nice to see who helped it
blow out the candle. Members of the Enterprise Group, like Chairman Ric Walton, either belong to the organization or
applaud its work. A member of JCEG now sits on the Enterprise Group board.
The good feelings reach elsewhere. Chamber of Commerce President Mindy Bradish also is new to the Enterprise
Group's board, even though the chamber stepped out from under the group's umbrella less than 18 months ago.
Jackson County government, meanwhile, has saddled up as a partner with these groups.
With high unemployment and factory closings, all this cooperation springs from necessity. Economic development
should be Priority No. 1 for this community. And while the jobless rate has not fallen, there are signs the new effort is
paying off.
Consider: JCEG earned a $2 million commitment in loans last year for small businesses. The governor also should
sign a bill creating three new SmartZones, or high-tech business hubs. The Enterprise Group and JCEG have lobbied
hard for this, believing that the Jackson area will grab one of the designations.
The progress on the SmartZone front has been an example of how these groups can work together. At the same
time, there are risks to the balkanization of local economic development.
With varied groups (including townships and downtown development authorities) working toward the same goal, who
will speak for Jackson County? The answer should be the Enterprise Group, which represents the entire county. Still,
it's easy to see how a developer or company could come away confused by our community's crazy-quilt approach to
economic development.
For this common effort to thrive, groups all need to understand their roles. And they need to agree on a common
vision. The recent efforts toward cooperation indicate they realize this.
New Enterprise Group CEO Scott Fleming offers one road map that makes sense: a memorandum of understanding
for everyone. The more people who can promote Jackson County, the better. But assign jobs and responsibilities to
each group so that good-intentioned folks are not stepping on each others' feet -- and egos.
The birth of JCEG was not the only catalyst for economical development locally, but it did create a sense of urgency.
A year later, it's clear there is movement toward cooperation and coming together, and that should pay off with time.
What's needed is for everyone who has the same goal to continue working together to get there.
-- Jackson Citizen Patriot

